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FADE IN:

INT.  HOUSE

A young man (DANIEL SHERMAN) is watching a cheesy game show 
with crappy graphics.  The grin-flashing host PATTERS AWAY in 
the background; Daniel isn’t paying attention, he’s reading a 
book. 

Daniel’s girlfriend (TANYA) comes in carrying a plate of 
baked potatoes. 

TANYA
Lunchtime! 

DANIEL
Hm?  Oh, babe, not in the bed, 
we’ll get crumbs --

TANYA
Daniel, there’s no crumbs, it’s 
potatoes!

DANIEL
I’ll be out in a second. 

TANYA
Alright, but hurry.  They’ll get 
cold. 

(looks at TV)
What are you watching? 

DANIEL
I dunno.  Just background noise. 

She exits.  The sound hones in on the TV and we hear what the 
host (RONALD DONELLSON) is saying.  

DONELLSON
...and welcome once again to Spy 
Games.  As always I’m your host, 
Ronald Donellson.  Yesterday was an 
exciting race against the clock, 
but in the end our contestant just 
didn’t have what it takes.  Let’s 
hope our next contestant fares 
better.  Let’s have a big hand for 
Daniel Sherman!

There is no big hand.  The television goes totally silent.  
It takes a second for this to sink in, but it does and Daniel 
looks at the television. 



Donellson is silent, staring out from the screen expectantly. 

DANIEL
...Daniel Sherman? 

DONELLSON
That’s right!

Daniel looks around. 

DANIEL
What the hell is this? 

DONELLSON
Daniel Sherman, this is Spy Games!  
Now you know the rules --

DANIEL
No, I don’t. 

DONELLSON
Oh.  Well, you’d better figure it 
out quick.  Your young lady Tanya 
is depending on you. 

Daniel is scared now, he jumps up and runs into --

INT.  KITCHEN

-- where a big pot is boiling unattended on the stove.  The 
only sign of a struggle is the plate of potatoes scattered on 
the floor. 

The television in the living room FLIPS ON, Donellson 
smirking out at Daniel. 

DONELLSON
Now Daniel, it’s time to play. 

DANIEL
What do you want from me? 

DONELLSON
The game is simple.  All you have 
to do is infiltrate a local 
organization and do a job for us. 

DANIEL
Who are you? 

DONELLSON
Never mind that. 
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DANIEL
Why me? 

DONELLSON
Why not you?

DANIEL
And if I refuse? 

DONELLSON
You’re free to opt out at any time.  
But if your mission is not 
completed, Tanya will die. 

Daniel runs his hands through his hair. 

DANIEL
How in the hell am I supposed to do 
this? 

Donellson smiles a plastic game show smile. 

DONELLSON
Leave it to me.  I’m a 
professional. 

EXT.  LOCAL ORGANIZATION

Daniel sneaks into the building as Donellson speaks in 
VOICEOVER, narrating what we see. 

DONELLSON (V.O.)
In precisely twenty minutes, the 
security at the address I will give 
you will be disabled.  The breach 
will last precisely ten seconds.  
Use that time to get inside.  Don’t 
be late, and remember, don’t be 
seen! 

INT.  LOCAL ORGANIZATION

Daniel sneaks past the security cameras inside, ducking past 
uniformed WORKERS into the nearest cubicle.  He huddles in 
the corner. 

The computer monitor changes from a screensaver to Donellson. 

DONELLSON
Congratulations, Daniel Sherman! 

Daniel jumps, barely containing a shout of surprise. 
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DONELLSON (CONT’D)
Oh, careful now.  You’ve made it 
this far, but if you’re caught, the 
game is over.  Ready for the next 
stage? 

DANIEL
Do I have a choice? 

DONELLSON
(smiling)

No. 
(beat)

Three cubicles down, on the left.  
Meet me there. 

Donellson blinks out, replaced by the screensaver.  Daniel 
bolts out of the cubicle and down to the one Donellson 
mentioned. 

Donellson pops up on the screen in there. 

DONELLSON (CONT’D)
VERY good!  You’re one of our 
finest contestants! 

DANIEL
What now? 

Donellson looks down as though seeing outside the screen. 

DONELLSON
The combination on the drawer is 1-
9-4-5.  Take it to the end of the 
hall.  

DANIEL
What then? 

DONELLSON
Keep moving.  

BLINK.  Donellson is gone.  Daniel punches in the code, pulls 
the drawer open.  He pulls out a card-key on a lanyard. 

INT.  WAREHOUSE

The door opens and Daniel sneaks in.  He continues moving, 
dodging and hiding from the workers. 

Finally he ducks into a stack of boxes.  A TV nearby blinks 
to life. 
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DONELLSON
Well done, Daniel!  You are within 
feet of your goal -- but that was 
the easy part.  Now the rules 
change.  Around the corner is a 
guard protecting a doorway.  Get 
his weapon, and take it through to 
the room beyond. 

DANIEL
Wha -- but --

DONELLSON
And don’t forget, Daniel, you ARE 
on the clock!  Don’t take too long!  
Tanya is counting on you! 

BLINK.  Gone.  Daniel peeks around the corner.  The guard is 
huge.  He grimaces, works up the courage, and goes around the 
corner. 

The guard sees him, goes to pull his weapon. 

GUARD
YOU!  STOP! 

They fight.  The fight is quick, brief, and desperate.  
Daniel succeeds in getting the gun from the guard, but 
hesitates in killing him.  The guard runs.  Daniel thinks 
about shooting him as he retreats, but still can’t do it.  He 
goes through the door. 

INT.  CONFERENCE ROOM

Inside the room is a long table, at which a YOUNG BOY sits, 
his back to the door and headphones in his ears, oblivious. 

The big-screen TV in the room BLINKS ON with Donellson’s 
smarmy face. 

DONELLSON
You made it, Daniel!  I knew that 
you could!  And not a moment too 
soon! With twenty seconds left on 
the clock --

A cheesy TIMER pops up on the screen, counting down. 

DONELLSON (CONT’D)
-- all you need to do to save the 
love of your life, is kill the boy. 

Daniel is stunned. 
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DANIEL
Wh...WHAT? 

DONELLSON
Fifteen seconds Daniel.  Do it for 
Tanya. 

Donellson disappears -- although the timer does not -- and in 
his place on the screen is a video feed of Tanya, bound and 
gagged. 

DANIEL
Oh, God...

DONELLSON
Ten seconds. 

Daniel raises the gun, hand shaking.  Tries to make himself 
do it.  But he can’t.  

The boy seems to notice something going on.  He turns around, 
looks at Daniel.  So innocent he doesn’t even know to be 
afraid. 

An obnoxious seventies BUZZER goes off, and as it does 
several beefy SECURITY GUARDS grab Daniel and haul him, 
struggling, away. 

Donellson on the screen feigns disappointment.  As he speaks, 
we PUSH IN until he fills the field of view completely. 

DONELLSON (CONT’D)
Oh, so close and yet so far.  
Daniel Sherman, our best contestant 
yet, failed to complete the final 
stage of his mission today.  But 
the real loser is poor Tanya, who 
I’m afraid will be leaving us for 
good.  Nonetheless, Daniel has set 
a high bar for future contestants 
here on Spy Games, and we hope that 
they will learn from his successes  
-- and his failures.  Now...

He looks around the edges of the screen, peering directly at 
the audience.

DONELLSON (CONT’D)
Who’s next? 

THE END. 
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